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9 ABSTRACT: High-aspect-ratio titanate nanotubes (NT) and
10 nanowires (NW) were produced by the hydrothermal
11 conversion of TiO2 at 400 K. The titanate morphology was
12 studied by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
13 (HRTEM). The formation of ordered titanate nanoobjects
14 depended on the time of conversion. Shorter synthesis times
15 favored hollow nanotube production while during prolonged
16 treatment the thermodynamically more stable nanowires were
17 formed. Titanate nanotubes and nanowires were decorated by
18 Rh nanoparticles. The structure and stability of titanate
19 nanocomposites were studied by thermal gravimetric (TG),
20 X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic
21 (XPS), Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopic (FTIR),
22 and Raman spectroscopic methods. The nanowires preserve their structure up to 850 K, while the nanotubes start to recrystallize
23 above 600 K. FTIR measurements showed that the water and hydroxyl content gradually decreased with increasing temperature
24 in both cases. XPS data revealed the existence of high binding energy, highly dispersed Rh species on both supports. A small
25 portion of Rh may participate in an ion exchange process. Support transformation phenomena were observed in Rh containing
26 titanate nanowires and nanotubes. Rh decorated nanowires transform into the β-TiO2 structure, whereas their pristine
27 counterparts’ recrystallize into anatase. The formation of anatase was dominant during the thermal annealing process in both acid
28 treated and Rh decorated nanotubes. Transformation to anatase was enhanced in the presence of Rh. The average diameters Rh
29 nanoparticles were 4.9 ± 1.4 and 2.8 ± 0.7 nm in the case of nanowires and nanotubes, respectively.

30 ■ INTRODUCTION

31 High-aspect-ratio TiO2 and titanate nanostructures are
32 intensively studied at present because of their promising
33 photoelectrical,1,2 biomedical,3 and Li+ and hydrogen storage
34 properties.4−7 In addition, nanostructured titanates have
35 impressive mechanical properties.8 Recently further compre-
36 hensive review9 and paper10 about fabrication, modification and
37 application of titania nanotubes was published. On the basis of
38 the pioneering work of Kasuga et al.,11 research efforts on
39 titanates were at first concentrated on the hydrothermal
40 synthesis and structure elucidation of titanate nanotubes.
41 Recently, hydrothermal conversion of self-assembled titanate
42 nanotubes into nanowires in a revolving autoclave was achieved
43 in our laboratory.12,13

44 Titanate nanobjects are of great interest for catalytic
45 applications, since their high cation exchange capacity provides
46 the possibility of achieving a high metal (e.g., Co, Cu, Ni, and
47 Ag) dispersion.14,15 Very recently it was found that nanowires
48 and nanotubes can stabilize gold in a very dispersed form.16−18

49 On titanate nanowire and nanotube supports, the gold 4f7/2 XP

50emission appeared after reduction at 83.7 and 85.6 eV

51indicating two different sizes or chemical environments of

52gold nanoclusters. The titanate nanoclusters stabilize the nearly

53atomically dispersed state of gold (85.6 eV in XPS).16,17 A high

54resolution TEM study showed that gold exhibits small particle

55size (1.5−5 nm) both inside and outside the tubes.19 According
56to XPS measurements, rhodium is found in very dispersed state

57on both wires and tubes, and moreover adsorbed CO can

58facilitate an even distribution of rhodium.16 Interestingly, the

59formation of smaller particles was more dominant on wires than

60on tubes. Similar to the well-ordered and reduced TiO2(110)

61surface,20−22 titanate nanoobjects promote the formation of

62“core-shell” structures from bimetallic Au and Rh nanoparticles.

63It was found that at appropriate Au and Rh ratios, a thin Au
64layer almost completely covers the Rh.16,17,23
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65 Gold-containing titania nanotubes were found to display
66 higher activity in the photo-oxidation of acetaldehyde,19 the
67 water-gas shift reaction,24 and CO oxidation25,26 than the
68 Degussa P-25 catalyst. TiO2 nanofibers decorated either with Pt
69 or Pd nanoparticles show excellent photocatalytic behavior as
70 demonstrated by the decomposition of organic dyes in water,
71 the degradation of organic stains on the surface of flexible
72 freestanding cellulose/catalyst composite film, and the
73 generation of hydrogen from ethanol using both suspended
74 and immobilized catalysts. The performance of the nanofiber-
75 based catalyst materials competes with their conventional
76 nanoparticle-based counterparts.27−29 Recently it has been
77 shown that Rh, supported on titania nanowires, is better
78 catalyst in the hydrogenation of carbon dioxide than Rh on
79 Degussa P-25 TiO2 and much better than that on titania
80 nanotubes.30 It was supposed that “tilted CO”, a reaction
81 intermediate detected by FTIR, forms in highest quantity on
82 the nanowires. This adsorption configuration may play a key
83 role in the catalytic process. It is plausible that such a kind of
84 adsorbed CO requires an oxygen vacancy: CO bonded to Rh
85 interacts with a nearby oxygen vacancy of the support.
86 Despite the large amount of experimental data obtained in
87 the study of heterogeneous catalytic reactions utilizing titanate
88 nanoclusters, no exact conclusion can be drawn about the
89 relationship between the structure of titanate nanoobjects and
90 their reactivity. Nanotubes have much higher surface area than
91 nanowires,9−13 and yet the tubular form is not the best catalyst
92 in many cases. Therefore, it was decided to perform a detailed
93 study concerning the structure and stability of titanate
94 nanoparticles. In these experiments the protonated forms
95 were investigated. We shall use the term “nanotube” for objects
96 with a hollow inner channel and diameter below 50 nm and
97 “nanowire” for high-aspect-ratio objects without an inner void
98 and diameter below 200 nm.11−13 Morphological changes were
99 investigated in the presence of metal deposition, too.
100 In this paper we focus to the supported Rh because Rh was
101 one of the most effective metals in several technologically
102 important reactions, mainly in the hydrogenation of CO2 and it
103 was demonstrated that the nature of the support has a marked
104 influence on its specific activity.30−33 We pay distinguished
105 attention not only to the electronic interaction between Rh
106 metal and titanate supports but also the Rh-induced phase
107 transitions of one-dimensional titanate nanostructures. All of
108 this information helps us to understand and clarify the role of
109 titanate supports in catalytic processes.
110 Complementary material and surface science tools were
111 applied to characterize the nanoobjects. The surface chemical
112 compositions were studied by X-ray photoelectron spectrosco-
113 py (XPS), FT infrared, and Raman-spectroscopy. The thermal
114 stability of both structures was asessed by thermo-gravimetry
115 combined with a mass spectrometer (DTG-MS). The structure
116 and morphology of pristine and Rh-decorated nanowires and
117 nanotubes were studied by high-resolution transmission
118 electron microscopy (HRTEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD)
119 as well as electron diffraction (ED) techniques.

120 ■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
121 Titanate nanotubes (TiONT) and titanate nanowires (TiONW) were
122 synthesized using a simple alkali hydrothermal method detailed
123 elsewhere.9−13,28−30 1 L of 10 M NaOH solution and 50 g of TiO2
124 powder (Degussa P25) were mixed in a stainless steel Teflon-lined
125 autoclave for 24 h at 428 K using a continuous rotation with a rev of 3
126 rpm. In the case of TiONWs, higher temperature (458 K) and rev (28

127rpm) were applied. The as-prepared titanate nanostructures were
128washed thoroughly with deionized water to neutral pH, then
129subsequently with 0.1 M HCl solution several times, and finally with
130water again to obtain a neutral salt-free product.
131Rh/titanate nanocomposites with different Rh concentrations were
132produced by impregnating titanate nanowires and nanotubes with
133mixtures of calculated volumes of RhCl3·3H2O (Johnson Matthey)
134solutions to yield 1 and 2.5 wt % metal content. The impregnated
135powders were dried in air at 383 K for 3 h. The final pretreatment was
136at 473−573 K in hydrogen atmosphere.16−18,30,34

137Both acid-treated and Rh decorated nanotubes and nanowires
138underwent a thermal annealing process at elevated temperature (473−
139873 K) for 1 h. Samples were removed after each thermal operation for
140further characterization.
141XP spectra were taken with a SPECS instrument equipped with a
142PHOIBOS 150 MCD 9 hemispherical analyzer. The analyzer was
143operated in the FAT mode with 20 eV pass energy. The Al Kα
144radiation (hν = 1486.6 eV) of a dual anode X-ray gun was used as an
145excitation source. The gun was operated at the power of 210 W (14
146kV, 15 mA). The energy step was 25 meV, and electrons were
147collected for 100 ms in one channel. Typically five scans were summed
148to get a single high-resolution spectrum. The Ti 2p3/2 maximum
149(458.9 eV) was used as binding energy reference. The same data were
150obtained when C 1s (adventitious carbon at 285.1 eV) or O 1s lattice
151oxygen (530.4 eV) was used as reference. Sample preparation
152(oxidation−reduction) for XPS measurements was carried out in
153situ in the preparation chamber. The sample preparation chamber was
154directly connected to the measuring chamber to avoid the
155contamination of samples between the steps. Self-supporting pellets
156were used in XPS measurements. For spectrum acquisition and
157evaluation both manufacturer’s (SpecsLab2) and commercial
158(CasaXPS, Origin) software packages were used.
159IR studies in reflection mode were performed in a high vacuum
160system. The samples were pressed onto a tantalum mesh. The mesh
161was fixed to the bottom of a conventional UHV sample manipulator. It
162was resistively heated and the temperature of the sample was measured
163with a NiCr-Ni thermocouple spot-welded directly to the mesh. IR
164spectra were recorded with a Genesis (Mattson) FTIR spectrometer.
165DRIFT spectra were recorded with a BioRad FTS-135 FT-IR
166spectrometer equipped with a diffuse reflectance attachment (Thermo
167Electron Corporation) with BaF2 windows. Typically 256 scans were
168registered at a spectral resolution of 2 cm−1. All spectra were recorded
169at 293 K. The whole optical path was purged with CO2- and H2O-free
170air generated by a Whatman purge gas generator. The reference
171sample was KBr, treated in oxygen at 500 K for 20 min and then in He
172atmosphere for 40 min. He 4.6 gas was used for inner purging in each
173experiment. The residual water contamination in He was frozen with
174liquid nitrogen via in a 1/8 in. diameter copper tube trap.
175Raman spectra of slightly pressed powder samples were measured in
176180° backscattered geometry at 785 nm laser excitation (incident laser
177power 460 mW) using an Ocean Optics QE65000 spectrometer
178coupled to an Ocean Optics Raman probe. Scans were integrated at 4
179cm−1 resolutions until the desired signal-to-noise ratio of 1000 or
180better was achieved (typically 30 s).
181Temperature programmed desorption and simultaneous thermog-
182ravimetric measurements were carried out in a Netzsch STA 409 PC
183microbalance connected to a Pfeiffer QMS 200 mass spectrometer
184system. The changes in the mass spectrometer signal intensity of water
185(18 amu) were monitored during the measurements. The samples
186were heated at a heating rate of 10 K/min from 300 K up to 878 K in
187He 4.6 stream (40 mL/min).
188The morphology of the pristine and modified titanate nanostruc-
189tures was characterized by transmission electron microscopy (FEI
190Tecnai G2 20 X-Twin; 200 kV operation voltage, ×180000
191magnification, 125 pm/pixel resolution). The Rh particle size
192distribution was determined by image analysis of the TEM pictures
193using the ImageJ software. At least five representative images of equal
194magnification, taken at different spots of the TEM grid, were first
195subjected to rolling ball background subtraction and contrast
196enhancement, and then the diameter of the metal nanoparticles in
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197 the image was manually measured against the calibrated TEM scalebar.
198 Each diameter distribution histogram was constructed from 200
199 individual nanoparticle diameters. X-ray powder diffractometry

200(Rigaku MiniFlexII; utilizing a Cu Kα X-ray sssource) and electron
201diffraction technique (integrated into TEM) were used for crystal
202structure and crystallinity determinations.

Figure 1. XP photoemission signals obtained on titania nanowires (NW) (A) and nanotubes (NT) (B). Ti 2p binding energies detected after heat
treatment at 298 (a), 473 (b), 573 (c), 673 (d), and 773 K (e). O 1s XP photoemission obtained after heat treatment at 293 (1), 473 (2), 573 (3),
673 (4), and 773 K (5). The spectra were taken at 298 K.
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203 ■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

204 Before focusing on the rhodium-induced phase transformation
205 phenomena in titanate nanowires and nanotubes for compar-
206 ison we summarize the most important results obtained in our
207 laboratory on rhodium free nanoobjects. Titanate nanotubes
208 are open-ended hollow tubular objects measuring 7−10 nm in
209 outer diameter and 50−170 nm in length. They feature a
210 characteristic spiral cross section composed of 4−6 wall layers.
211 The typical diameter of their inner channel is 5 nm (Figure
212 6B). Titanate nanowires represent the thermodynamically most
213 stable form of sodium trititanate under the applied alkaline
214 hydrothermal conditions. (Note that the postsynthetic
215 neutralization step converts the original Na2Ti3O7 into its
216 hydrogenated form without affecting the nanowire morphol-
217 ogy.) Their diameter is 45−110 nm, and their length is between
218 1.8 and 5 μm (Figure 5B). Earlier investigations revealed that
219 the specific surface area of titanate nanotubes is rather large
220 (∼185 m2 g−1) due to their readily accessible inner channel
221 surface, whereas that of solid titanate nanowires is ∼20 m2 g−1.
222 The impurity level of the produced Rh-containing nano-
223 composites was below 1%. The foreign elements identified by
224 XPS were C, Ca, and Na that remained in the sample from the
225 preparation process.
226 Binding energies of Ti 2p3/2 and O 1s were determined from

f1 227 XP spectra. Figure 1A and B shows the photoemissions
228 measured on protonated nanowires and nanotubes kept at
229 different temperatures for 60 min. We obtained only one
230 symmetric signal for Ti 2p3/2 up to 800 K for nanowires and
231 nanotubes. The observed photoemission for O 1s is not
232 symmetric. Multiple fits were applied on the bases of literature
233 data obtained by angle-resolved XPS experiments.35 The major
234 contribution arises from the bulk O2‑ oxygen atoms, located at
235 530.4, which is the value usually reported for TiO2 samples.
236 The angle-resolved XPS experiments suggest strongly that four
237 kinds of oxygen atoms could be present on the TiO2(110)
238 surface, namely: 3-fold near surface oxygen atoms which are
239 identical to bulk ones (530.4 eV); 2-fold ones, refer as
240 “bridging” oxygen atoms32,33 (531.6 eV) and single fold ones,
241 denoted “top” oxygen35−38 (532.6 eV). The fourth peak at
242 533.4 eV detected at 293 K can be attributed to adsorbed
243 water.35 The intensity of these XPS peaks (except bulk O)
244 decreased above 573 K, due to the minor modification of the
245 structure. “OH” like photoemission could emerge in the signal
246 at 532.6−532.8 eV.35 This peak disappeared at 573 K on
247 nanowires, whereas on nanotubes this emission diminished
248 only above 673 K. In agreement with the IR and DTG-MS
249 results the peak corresponding to water decreased sharply
250 between 293 and 573 K. The MS intensity of the peak for
251 adsorbed water decreased significantly between 350 and 650 K

f2 252 (Figure 2). The sources of water formation are the adsorbed
253 water (or lattice water39) and the surface reaction of surface
254 OH groups and hydrogen from the recrystallization process.
255 This reaction could significantly increase the number of defects
256 in nanowires and nanotubes and may promote the phase
257 transformation of titanates. We should mention that a slower
258 thermal release of water moieties from NT compared to NW,
259 in agreement with the literature data,9,39 may have its origin in
260 the condensation of water in NT channels. Interestingly,
261 around 700 K the photoemission at 533.5 eV reappeared on
262 nanotubes. This could be the result of some H(a) and OH(a)

263 recombination. Alternatively we may attribute the photo-
264 emission at 533.3 eV at 673 K to Formil- or formate-like

265species,35 too. At this temperature a new carbon signal
266appeared around 291.0 eV (not shown) that also supports
267the formation of formate-like species.35 Simultaneous DTG and
268MS measurements show minor amount of CO2 evolution above
269650 K in the case of titanate nanotube, which was not observed
270on nanowires. At 650−700 K the carbon signals (originated
271from carbon contamination) significantly decreased. All these
272findings indicate that there are significant differences in the
273structure and construction of the studied nanoobjects. These
274differences should be taken into account in the explanations of
275mechanism of the heterogeneous catalytic reactions, where the
276acid or base active sites play important roles.
277 f3In Figure 3 the FTIR spectra are displayed. On nanowires
278and nanotubes the OH and H2O stretching vibrations40,41

279between 3000 and 3750 cm−1 can be detected up to 673 K. The
280OH and H2O deformation signal at 1618−1648 cm−1 is present
281up to 600−700 K. The symmetric H2O vibration (3652 cm−1)
282disappeared at 673 K on nanowires. Interestingly, a very week
283asymmetric infrared signal42 attributed to H2O around 3730
284cm−1 can be detected even at 773 K on nanotubes. At 1540 and
2851430 cm−1 traces of a double signal can be detected also up to
286773 K, which could be assigned to the symmetric and
287asymmetric C−O stretching of some oxygenated hydrocarbons
288and carboxylate-like species as contaminants.
289Raman spectra of pristine and heat treated titanate nanotubes
290 f4and nanowires are presented in Figure 4A and B together with
291the spectrum of a reference anatase sample. The spectra of as-
292synthesized nanostructures match previous trititanate results
293where peaks in the 400−1000 cm−1 region were assigned to
294Ti−O−Ti stretching vibrations.43,44 The thermal behavior of
295the samples basically confirms our independent infrared
296spectroscopic, thermogravimetric and XRD measurements as
297well as literature findings45 insofar as the trititanate structure
298appears to be deconstructed at approximately 573 K. Annealing
299at higher temperatures initiates the trititanate to anatase
300conversion process which is concluded at 873 K as indicated
301by the good match between the 873 K spectrum and the
302reference anatase curve. Peaks at 393, 514, and 636 cm−1 are
303assigned to the B1g, A1g, and E2g modes of anatase,
304respectively.43

Figure 2. TG and ion-flow curves of titania nanowires and nanotubes.
(1) Mass spectrometric intensity at 18 amu recorded during the linear
heating of titanate nanowire, (2) MS intensity at 18 amu during the
linear heating of titanate nanotubes, (3) thermalgravimetric curve of
nanowires, and (4) nanotubes during the linear heating. Heating rate
was 10 K/s.
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Figure 3. FTIR spectra recorded after heat treatment for 60 min on nanowires (A) and nanotubes (B); 293 (1), 473 (2), 573 (3), 673 (4), and 773
K (5). All spectra were measured at 293 K at a resolution of 2 cm−1, with 256 scan.

Figure 4. Normalized Raman spectra of the thermal behavior of trititanate nanotubes (A) and nanowires (B). The spectra of as-synthesized samples
are depicted at the bottom and the spectrum of a commercial anatase reference sample is shown at the top of each graph. Graphs C and D illustrate
the thermal behavior of Rh loaded trititanate nanotubes and nanowires, respectively.
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305 A characteristic difference between the behavior of titanate
306 nanotubes and nanowires is that in heat treated nanotubes the
307 E2g mode is found at exactly the anatase position (636 cm−1)
308 from 573 K onward, whereas in nanowires this mode
309 experiences a gradual red shift from 648 cm−1 at 573 K to
310 636 cm−1 at 873 K. A similar effect was observed by Du et al.46

311 and Scepanovic et al.47 in their in situ temperature-dependent
312 Raman studies of nanocrystalline anatase. They argued that
313 defects and nonstoichiometric composition could have a
314 pronounced effect on the position of the soft Eg modes.
315 Adopting this argument to one-dimensional trititanates
316 suggests that the thin and hollow structure of nanotubes is
317 more easily converted to defect-free anatase than the bulky
318 nanowires. This interpretation is further supported by our XRD
319 and ED measurements.
320 Figures 4C and D presents the Raman spectra of Rh loaded
321 titanate nanotubes and nanowires, respectively, as a function of
322 heat treatment temperature. The final product of the
323 transformation of Rh loaded nanotubes features the character-
324 istic anatase peaks at 393, 514, and 636 cm−1 assigned to the
325 B1g, A1g, and E2g modes, respectively. On the other hand, the
326 Raman spectrum of the recrystallized Rh containing titanate
327 nanowires lacks these anatase signals. The spectral series in
328 Figure 4D illustrates the temperature evolution of a shoulder at

329364 cm−1, an envelope of overlapping peaks centered at 412
330cm−1, a broad peak centered at 644 cm−1, and a very broad peak
331at 854 cm−1. A similar Raman spectrum was recently identified
332as that of a β-TiO2 phase by Wang et al.48 Therefore, we
333conclude that (i) the 873 K heat treatment of Rh loaded
334titanate nanotubes and nanowires yields products of different
335phase structure, (ii) Rh loaded titanate nanotubes transform
336into anatase under the studied experimental conditions, and
337(iii) the spectral features of the transformation product of Rh
338loaded titanate nanowires can be adequately explained by
339assuming that this product exhibits the β-TiO2 structure.
340The crystal structure of the pristine nanowires is a mixture of
341different titanate forms, mostly β-TiO2 and HxNa(2‑x)Ti3O7 as
342 f5shown in XRD patterns (Figure 5A). The β-TiO2 phase was
343identified on the basis of its reflections with Miller indices of
344(200), (110), (002) (111), (003), (020), (022), (711), (313),
345(023), and (712) at 15.4°, 24.9°, 28.6°, 29.4°, 43.5°, 48.5°,
34657.3°, 58.3°, 61.7°, 68.2°, and 76.8°, respectively. The
347HxNa(2‑x)Ti3O7 phase was identified on the basis of its
348reflections with Miller indices of (001), (101), (011), (300),
349(203), and (401) found at 10.5°, 15.8°, 25.7°, 29.9°, 34.2°, and
35043.9°, respectively. Acidic treatment also resulted in crystallinity
351degradation. The crystal transformation is continuous during
352the thermal annealing process. XRD patterns recorded from a

Figure 5. (A) XRD of protonated titanate nanowires treated at different temperatures. The bottom graph displays the XRD spectrum of H2O
washed titanate nanowires. (B) TEM images of nanowires treated at different temperatures.
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353 sample annealed at 473 and 573 K indicated the collapse of the
354 layered structure and the appearance of an anatase phase with
355 low crystallinity. At higher temperature the formation of the
356 anatase phase becomes dominant as demonstrated by the
357 electron diffraction patterns (Figure 5A) as well as by the
358 appearance of the characteristic anatase reflections (101),
359 (004), (200), (105), (211), and (204) at 25.3°, 37.8°, 48.1°,
360 53.9°, 55.1°, and 62.4°. The process is accompanied by the loss
361 of peak intensities at positions corresponding to the titanate
362 interlayer distance (∼10°) β-titanate structural reflections
363 (101) at 15.8° and (300) at 29.9°.
364 The nanowires preserve the wire-like morphology during the
365 heat treatment up to 873 K. However, more and more textural
366 discontinuities can be observed at higher temperatures. The
367 holey structure can be attributed to the continuous trans-
368 formation of protonated titanate nanostructures to TiO2
369 (anatase) followed by water formation and release from the
370 structure. This processes resulted in the rearrangement of the
371 formed anatase crystals and the appearance of unfilled spaces in
372 the structure of the whole nanowire (Figure 5B).

f6 373 As XRD patterns show (Figure 6A), the acidic treatment
374 resulted in a degradation of the initial crystal structure of
375 titanate nanotubes, which manifested in the disappearance of
376 the reflection belonging to the tubular interlayer distance (2Θ =
377 ∼10°). The protonation also induced the transformation of the
378 titanate nanostructure to anatase form. Thermal treatment
379 below 673 K had no significant effect on the crystal structure;
380 however, at elevated temperature the anatase formation became

381relevant as evidenced by the appearance of the anatase
382reflections discussed in detail above (Figure 5A). Reflections
383of higher intensity and lower half-width indicated the
384improvement of anatase crystallinity with increasing temper-
385ature as electron diffraction patterns also show in Figure 6A.
386TEM images in Figure 6B demonstrate the tubular
387morphology of the as-synthesized titanate nanotubes with a
388diameter of ∼7 nm and length up to 80 nm. The acidic washing
389process resulted in a mild destruction of the inner and outer
390walls of the nanotubes (not shown here). In correlation with
391the XRD results no morphological degradation after heat
392treatment up to 573 K could be observed. At higher
393temperature the tubular structure started to collapse and
394transform into rod-like nanostructures. At 873 K the tubular
395morphology totally collapsed that resulted in short nanorods
396and TiO2 nanoparticles with an average size of ∼10 nm.
397Rh decorated nanowires transform into the β-TiO2 structure
398 f7(Figure 7A) as opposed to the rhodium-free counterparts’
399recrystallization to anatase. The formation of the β-TiO2
400structure is indicated by the appearance of XRD peaks with
401Miller indices of (200), (110), (002) (111), (003), (020),
402(022), (711), (313), (023), and (712) at 15.4°, 24.9°, 28.6°,
40329.4°, 43.5°, 48.5°, 57.3°, 58.3°, 61.7°, 68.2°, and 76.8°,
404respectively. Full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of the
405dominant reflections attributed to anatase 25.3° (101) and β-
406TiO2 24.9° (110) in the case of pristine and Rh decorated
407titanate nanowires, respectively, indicate the degree of
408crystallinity at various heat treatment temperatures. Up to

Figure 6. (A) XRD of protonated titanate nanotubes thermally treated at different temperatures. The bottom graph displays the XRD spectrum of
H2O washed titanate nanowire. (B) TEM images of nanotubes treated at different temperatures.
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409 673 K the crystallinity of the samples did not improve as
410 indicated by the constant (Rh decorated nanowires) or
411 increasing (pristine nanowires) fwhm values. This moderate
412 crystal amorphization can be assigned to sample drying and
413 structural water loss. The subsequent recrystallization processes
414 resulting in a coherent system of nanoparticles were preferential
415 in the case of pristine nanowires. At higher temperatures fusion
416 of the nanoparticles becomes favorable and this resulted in
417 lower fwhm values.
418 The formation of anatase dominated the thermal annealing
419 process in both of acid treated and Rh decorated nanotubes
420 (Figure 7B) as indicated by the appearance of anatase
421 reflections (101), (004), (200), (105), (211), and (204) at
422 25.3°, 37.8°, 48.1°, 53.9°, 55.1°, and 62.4°. The FHWM of the
423 most intensive reflection of anatase (101) at 25.3° indicated
424 that the crystal structure is stable below 673 K compared to the
425 nanowire form and started to improve at elevated temperatures
426 in accordance with TEM and XRD results. The decreasing
427 fwhm shows the increasing degree of crystallinity of both the
428 unmodified and Rh decorated titanate nanotubes at elevated
429 temperatures (>573 K).

f8 430 TEM images of Rh decorated nanowires (Figure 8A) and
431 nanotubes (Figure 8B) thermally treated at 673 K show the
432 presence of homogeneously dispersed nanoparticles on the
433 surface of titanate nanostructures. The average diameters of
434 nanoparticles are 4.9 ± 1.4 and 2.8 ± 0.7 nm in the case of
435 nanowires and nanotubes, respectively, as shown in the
436 corresponding size distributions. The difference in average
437 diameter and distribution broadening can be a result of the

438difference in the crystal transformation process as discussed
439above. Moreover, surface diffusion and coalescence kinetics of
440Rh nanoparticles on the tubular and wire-like forms of titanate
441nanostructure can be different. No reflections on the XRD
442patterns of Rh decorated nanostructures (Figure 7) can be
443assigned to any Rh form due to the relatively low concentration
444and small size of Rh particles. Nevertheless, the TEM electron
445diffraction study of samples heat-treated at 673 K (not shown
446here) confirmed the presence of metallic Rh in the sample
447because the characteristic diffraction rings at [hkl] = [111],
448[200], [220], and [311], corresponding to the d-spacing values
449of 2.153, 1.885, 1.327, and 1.131 Å in the Rh(0) fcc structure,
450respectively, could be identified.
451It is important to mention that the original low-size
452distribution is maintained even at relatively high temperatures
453(reduction temperature of the catalysts: 473−573 K) on both
454nanowires and nanotubes. Rh clusters of controlled size can be
455prepared by physical vapor deposition (PVD),49−51 and using
456Rh organometallic precursors52,53 on TiO2(110) as well.
457However, STM,49,54 XPS and LEIS51 experiments revealed
458that depending on the original cluster size and the evaporation
459temperature, the agglomeration of Rh nanoparticles can be
460significant even below 500 K on that surface. The relatively
461small cluster sizes obtained on titanate nanowires and
462nanotubes may indicate that the metal diffusion on these
463nanobjects is limited compared to that of well-ordered titania.
464 f9Figure 9 shows the binding energies of Rh 3d orbitals in the
465case nanowires and nanotubes. Photoemission from the Rh 3d
466peak centered at 309.3 eV at 1% Rh content and 308.3 eV at

Figure 7. XRD of Rh decorated titanate nanowires (A) and nanotubes (B) heat treated at 473−873 K. The changes of half width of reflection of
anatase (101) reflection at 25.3° and the β-TiO2 (110) reflection at 24.9° during heat treatment are also displayed.
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467 2% metal content clearly suggest the existence of an oxidation
468 state or morphology different from bulk, as the metallic Rh
469 photoemission for Rh 3d5/2 is at 307.1 eV. Considering the
470 nearly 2.2 eV shift relative to metallic Rh in the case of 1% Rh
471 content (upper spectra of Figure 9), this relative shift is 1.2 eV
472 for 2% metal content (bottom spectra of Figure 9), we cannot
473 exclude a certain peak broadening effect due to the width of the
474 nanoparticle distribution. The higher binding energy states may
475 correspond to very small clusters stabilized in the structure of
476 nanowires and nanotubes. The binding energy is influenced by
477 the relaxation energy and this “final-state” effect depends on the
478 particle size.55 Smaller metal loading presumably leads to the
479 formation of smaller particles (higher BE). This could be
480 explaining the observed differences in the intensity ratios of the
481 higher binding energy peaks of samples decorated with smaller
482 (1% metal loading) and larger (2% metal loading) Rh
483 nanoparticles. The intensities and positions of higher binding
484 energy peaks may depend on the rate of electron transfer from
485 metal to substrate (formation of partially positive charged Rh),
486 too.
487 The stabilization of Rh clusters in small size and the influence
488 of Rh nanoparticles on the transformation of titanate structures
489 can be explained also by the electronic interaction between Rh
490 and titanate, which was observed in several cases between
491 reduced titania and metal including Rh.56−59 Due to the
492 preparation methods of titanate nanostructures and the mild
493 reduction of Rh/titanates the nanowires and nanotubes may
494 contain significantly more defects than commercially used
495 reduced titania. The presence of a high number of defects and

496oxygen vacancies in titanate could initiate an increased electron
497flow between metal and titanates.
498Recently titanium dioxide (TiO2) (110) surfaces with Pt
499adatoms were examined using a noncontact atomic force
500microscope (NC-AFM) and Kelvin probe force microscope
501(KPFM). Platinum clusters with diameters of 2−3 nm were
502obtained. The work function decrease was interpreted with an
503electric dipole moment directed toward the vacuum, as a result
504of electron transfer from the adatom to the TiO2 substrate.

60,61

505Similar phenomena may occur in the case of Rh-titanate
506nanosystems. Rh adatoms on Ti atoms and O atoms are mobile
507while the adatoms in the O atom vacancies are not. A rhodium
508adatom in an O atom vacancy is in contact with two Ti atoms
509and therefore the electron transfer can be enhanced. This
510electron transfer could manifest in the observed higher binding
511energy state of metal in XPS, too.
512On the other hand, we cannot exclude the ion exchange
513between protonated titanates and rhodium, similarly to silver
514on titanate nanowires.15 The morphology of Ag15 and Rh16

515supported on TiO2 nanowires and nanotubes was investigated
516by FTIR, employing adsorbed CO as a probe molecule
517sensitive to the local surface structure. On rhodium-decorated
518nanowires the twin form was dominant (as evidenced by the IR
519peaks at 2028 and 2097 cm−1) indicating the presence of single
520atoms or very small clusters. We may assume that this type of
521rhodium represents metal (with positive charge) in ion
522exchange positions. This ion exchange process also leads to
523the appearance of higher binding energy states in XPS. We may
524suppose that there are differences in nature of metal−support

Figure 8. Typical TEM images of 2.5% Rh decorated titanate nanowire (A) and titanate nanotube (B) thermally annealed at 673 K and the
corresponding size distribution of Rh nanoparticles.
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525 interfaces between Rh-nanowire and Rh-nanotube due to slight
526 difference in cluster size, different in rate of electron transfer
527 from metal to support and difference in the rate of ion
528 exchange. All these effects are important in metal-induced
529 transformation processes, and these may explain why Rh
530 decorated nanowires transform preferably to β-TiO2 compared
531 to nanotubes.

532 ■ CONCLUSIONS

533 High-aspect-ratio titanate nanotubes (NT) and nanowires
534 (NW) were produced by hydrothermal conversion of
535 sodium-titanates at 400 K. The titanate morphology was
536 studied by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
537 (HRTEM). The formation of ordered titanate nanoobjects
538 depended on the time of conversion. A shorter time favored
539 hollow nanotube production while during extended reaction
540 times the thermodynamically more stable nanowires were
541 formed. XRD and Raman spectroscopic studies confirmed that
542 nanowires preserve their structure up to 850 K, whereas
543 nanotubes start to recrystallize from 600 K.
544 FTIR measurements showed that the water and hydroxyl
545 content gradually decreased with rising temperature in both
546 cases. The adsorbed water and OH groups disappeared around
547 600 K from nanowires and above 773 K from nanotubes. These
548 differences could play an important role in the emerging of acid
549 or base character of the oxide support.
550 An important observation is that Rh decorated nanowires
551 transform into the β-TiO2 structure, whereas pristine nanowires
552 recrystallize to anatase. In both acid treated and Rh decorated
553 nanotubes the formation of anatase was dominant during the

554thermal annealing process. The presence of Rh enhanced the
555transformation to anatase phase. XPS data revealed the
556existence of high binding energy, highly dispersed Rh species
557on both supports. The high binding energy state is most
558probably explained with cluster size effects; however, the
559electron transfer from Rh adatoms to the titanate substrate and
560the formation of partially oxidized states due to ion exchange
561process cannot be excluded. All these findings support the
562explanation of the electronic interaction between Rh and
563titanate. The average diameters of Rh nanoparticles were 4.9 ±
5641.4 and 2.8 ± 0.7 nm in case of nanowires and nanotubes,
565respectively. These size distributions could be favorable regimes
566for some important catalytic reactions.
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